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this volume provides a record of the response by eight expert scholars in the field of medieval monastic studies
to the question to what extent did abbots and abbesses contribute as a human resource to the development of
reformed monastic communities in the ninth to twelfth century west covering a broad geographical area
papers consider one or several of three key points of interest the direct contribution of abbots and abbesses to
the shaping of reformed realities their influence over future modes of leadership and the way in which later
generations of monastics relied upon the memory of a leader s life and achievements to project current realities
onto a legitimizing past this is a new release of the original 1863 edition this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read
typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is a new release of the original 1870 edition the index to the
biographical archive of the middle ages makes accessible about 130 000 biographical articles from nearly 200
volumes the entries contain short biographical information on approx 95 000 persons from europe and the
middle east who shaped the cultural development and the religious life during one thousand years this scarce
antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work elisabeth van houts argues that in
the middle ages as now the knowledge of the past was shaped by men as well as women men may have
dominated the pages of literature but many of the stories they wrote were told to them by women 2014
reprint of 1952 edition full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced with optical recognition software
the revelations of st gertrude form one of the classics of catholic writing and although they would have to be
classified as mystical literature their message is clear and obvious for her work discusses the secrets of heaven
in terms that all can understand recorded here are st gertrude s many conversations with our lord wherein he
reveals his great desire to grant mercy to souls and to reward the least good act in the course of their
conversations he reveals wonderful spiritual shortcuts that will help everyone in his or her spiritual life
moreover the revelations actually open a window onto heaven where we can see the specific ways in which
prayer good works and liturgical celebrations on earth have very definite effects in heaven in the green hills
of ireland long ago when the christian faith was yet young in the land lived a girl whose simple faith and
boundless kindness would change her homeland forever born a slave in the house of a chieftain brigid grew to
be abbess over thousands of monastics in monasteries covering every facet of the emerald isle her love and care
for all the people earned her a place as one of the two most beloved saints of irish history and one of the great
female saints of all christendom as the ministry of beloved saint patrick came to an end another unlikely hero
heard god s call and ran full force the christian race bringing christ to ireland young brigid an eager and
charming girl forsook her noble birth and followed the windy road christ had called her to from dairymaid to
shepherdess to the abbess of kildare saint brigid s story teaches us to be generous in spirit to be tireless in our
charity and above all to seek god s calling for our own lives a new edition of the concise butler if the saints and
blessed collected here share one overarching characteristic it is to have put their love of god to work for their
fellow men and women through their chosen way of life time and again they say and show that faith and
hope have to find expression in love for other people especially for those most despised and neglected by the
world that is the message of those presented here one needed more than ever today drawn from the original
twelve volume work known as butler s lives of the saints this new edition has selected one principal saint as
the focus of attention for each day of the calendar year and now for the first time many saints have been
included who were canonised during the pontificate of pope john paul ii mention of the saints of the catholic
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church very frequently occurs both in general reading and as having given their names to churches towns
villages and topographical features the object of this compilation is to enable the personage referred to readily to
be identified nothing more is attempted in this volume of a certain number of the saints detailed lives have
been published in english of many more full accounts in other languages particularly in french and italian are
easily accessible again there are several good and reliable series of lives of the more prominent saints the best
known of these to english speaking people is alban butler s lives of the saints an eighteenth century work
which has been many times reprinted in no language however does there exist any exhaustive work of the
kind nor in the nature of things can there be aeterna press the white nuns considers cistercian women and the
women who were their patrons in a clear eyed reading of narrative texts and administrative records in
rejecting long accepted misogynies and misreadings constance hoffman berman offers a robust model for
historians writing against received traditions ulwencreutz s royal families in europe v a brief history of the
ruling houses during the last 2000 years from the house of la tour d auvergne to the house of zahringen ch 1
introduction section 1 the borderland heathendom and christianity section 2 the tribal goddess as a christian
saint section 3 further peculiarities of this type of saint ch 2 covents among the franks a d 550 650 section 1 at
the franish invasion section 2 st radegund and the nunnery at poitiers section 3 the revolt of the nuns at
poitiers covent life in the north ch 3 convents among the anglo saxon a d 630 730 section 1 early houses of kent
section 2 the monastery at whitby section 3 ely and the influence of bishop wilfrith section 4 houses in mercia
and in the south ch 4 anglo saxon nuns in connection with boniface section 1 the women corresponding with
boniface section 2 anglo saxon nuns abroad ch 5 convents in saxon lands between a d 800 1000 section 1 women
s convents in saxony section 2 early history of gandersheim section 3 the nun hrotsvith and her writings ch 6
the monastic revival of the middle ages section 1 the new monastic orders section 2 benedictine convents in
the twelfth century section 3 the order of st gilbert of sempringham ch 7 art industries in the nunery section 1
art industires generaly section 2 herrad and the garden of delights ch 8 prophecy and philanthropy section 1 st
hildegard of bingen and st elisabeth of schonau section 2 charity and philanthropy ch 9 early mystic literature
section 1 mystic writings for women in england section 2 the convent of helfta and its literay nuns ch 10 some
aspects of the convent in england during the later middle ages section 1 the external relations of the convent
section 2 the internal arrangements of the convent section 3 the foundation and internal arrangements of sion
ch 11 monastic reform previous to the reformation section 1 visitations of nunneries in england section 2
reforms in germany ch 12 the dissolution section 1 the dissolution in england section 2 the memoir of charitas
pirckheimer conclusion daily devotional for saints found in someone s ancestry or if no saint celebrated that day
then christian trivia is offered for the devotion brigid of kildare ireland is uniquely venerated as both a goddess
and a saint throughout ireland europe and the usa often referred to as mary of the gael and considered the
second most important saint in ireland after st patrick her widespread popularity has led to the creation of more
traditional activities than any other saint some of which survive to this day as a result of original historical and
archaeological research brian wright provides a fascinating insight into this unique and mysterious figure this
book uncovers for the first time when and by whom the goddess was conceived and evidence that st brigid
was a real person it also explains how she became a saint her historical links with the unification of ireland
under a high king in the first century and discusses in depth her first documented visit to england in ad 488
today brigid remains strongly connected with the fertility of crops animals and humans and is celebrated
throughout the world via the continuation of customs ceremonies and relics with origins dating back to pre
christian times using a combination of early celtic history archaeology tradition and folklore from ireland
britain and other countries this comprehensive study unravels the mystery of a goddess and saint previously
complicated by the passage of time an examination of how the feminine was viewed in early medieval ireland
through a careful study of a range of texts from faithful apostle and seductress to feminist icon mary magdalene
s many complex roles in christian history have fascinated us for 2000 years illustrated in full colour this visual
history reveals how images and presentations have created a mary who is often far different from the real
woman the first witness of the resurrection in the gospels or even from her appearances in the works of the
church fathers beginning with the earliest sources uncover who the real mary was and what she meant in her
own time before embarking on a fast paced tour of magdalene s depictions in great works of art forgotten
masterpieces and contemporary visual culture considering relics statuary paintings sculpture and recent works
for stage and screen discover how mary magdalene has been seen across time as a witness a sinner a penitent a
contemplative a preacher and a patroness above all her complex roles mary has emerged as a powerful feminist
icon the closest person to jesus himself with a visual history as rich and varied as the roles she has fulfilled in
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numerous contexts of faith and worship for two millennia true worship of the undivided church as used in the
celtic orthodox christian church lorrha stowe missal mass or divine liturgy baptism and chrismation anointing
of sick confession antiphonary of bangor hours of prayer of the day and night hours of holy and great friday
cross vigil paschal liturgy mass of the holy cross and adoration mass of st patrick traditio of st ambrose hymns
gallican hymn of st hilary apostles forty fold kyrie deers cry paschal hymns abecedarian hymns altus prosator
by st colum cille audite omnes for st patrick litanies visitation of the sick departure wake funeral burial
lectionary through the year complete psalter notes creeds desert meditations on virtues and faults from the
deserts of egypt to the emergence of the great monastic orders the story of late antique and medieval
monasticism in the west used to be straightforward but today we see the story as far messier less linear less
unified and more historicized in the first part of this book the reader is introduced to the astonishing variety of
forms and experiences of the monastic life their continuous transformation and their embedding in physical
socio economic and even personal settings the second part surveys and discusses the extensive international
scholarship on which the first part is built the third part a research tool rounds off the volume with a carefully
representative bibliography of literature and primary sources this book disperses the shadows in an obscure but
important landscape lisa bitel addresses both the history of women in early ireland and the history of myth
legend and superstition which surrounded them it is a powerful and exact book and an invaluable addition to
our expanding sense of ireland through the eyes of irish women eavan boland author of in a time of violence
poems it is refreshing to read in a book by a woman on medieval women that not all clerics hated women and
that not all men were oversexed villains consciously bent on exploiting women bitel challenges not only the
medieval irish male construct of female behavior but she is also courageous enough to question constructs of
medieval women invented by modern irish medieval historians times higher education supplement the
renowned oxford dictionary of saints returns in a revised and updated form providing concise accounts of the
lives cults and artistic associations of over 1 400 saints from the famous to the obscure featuring new entries on
recently canonized saints from around the world and a new appendix on pilgrimages
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Etheldreda

1999

this volume provides a record of the response by eight expert scholars in the field of medieval monastic studies
to the question to what extent did abbots and abbesses contribute as a human resource to the development of
reformed monastic communities in the ninth to twelfth century west covering a broad geographical area
papers consider one or several of three key points of interest the direct contribution of abbots and abbesses to
the shaping of reformed realities their influence over future modes of leadership and the way in which later
generations of monastics relied upon the memory of a leader s life and achievements to project current realities
onto a legitimizing past

Abbots and Abbesses as a Human Resource in the Ninth- to Twelfth-
Century West

2019-04-30

this is a new release of the original 1863 edition

The Exercises of Saint Gertrude

2014-08-07

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude Virgin and Abbess of the
Order of St. Benedict

1990

this is a new release of the original 1870 edition

The Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude, Virgin and Abbess, of the
Order of St. Benedict

2018-10-13

the index to the biographical archive of the middle ages makes accessible about 130 000 biographical articles
from nearly 200 volumes the entries contain short biographical information on approx 95 000 persons from
europe and the middle east who shaped the cultural development and the religious life during one thousand
years

The Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude, Virgin and Abbess of the
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Order of St. Benedict

2014-03

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such
as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Biographical Index of the Middle Ages

2011-03-01

elisabeth van houts argues that in the middle ages as now the knowledge of the past was shaped by men as
well as women men may have dominated the pages of literature but many of the stories they wrote were told
to them by women

The Exercises of Saint Gertrude

2009-04

2014 reprint of 1952 edition full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced with optical recognition
software the revelations of st gertrude form one of the classics of catholic writing and although they would
have to be classified as mystical literature their message is clear and obvious for her work discusses the secrets
of heaven in terms that all can understand recorded here are st gertrude s many conversations with our lord
wherein he reveals his great desire to grant mercy to souls and to reward the least good act in the course of
their conversations he reveals wonderful spiritual shortcuts that will help everyone in his or her spiritual life
moreover the revelations actually open a window onto heaven where we can see the specific ways in which
prayer good works and liturgical celebrations on earth have very definite effects in heaven

Memory and Gender in Medieval Europe, 900-1200

1999-01-01

in the green hills of ireland long ago when the christian faith was yet young in the land lived a girl whose
simple faith and boundless kindness would change her homeland forever born a slave in the house of a
chieftain brigid grew to be abbess over thousands of monastics in monasteries covering every facet of the
emerald isle her love and care for all the people earned her a place as one of the two most beloved saints of
irish history and one of the great female saints of all christendom

Life and revelations of Saint Gertrude

1975

as the ministry of beloved saint patrick came to an end another unlikely hero heard god s call and ran full force
the christian race bringing christ to ireland young brigid an eager and charming girl forsook her noble birth
and followed the windy road christ had called her to from dairymaid to shepherdess to the abbess of kildare
saint brigid s story teaches us to be generous in spirit to be tireless in our charity and above all to seek god s
calling for our own lives

Saint Edmund King and Martyr

1893

a new edition of the concise butler if the saints and blessed collected here share one overarching characteristic
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it is to have put their love of god to work for their fellow men and women through their chosen way of life
time and again they say and show that faith and hope have to find expression in love for other people
especially for those most despised and neglected by the world that is the message of those presented here one
needed more than ever today drawn from the original twelve volume work known as butler s lives of the
saints this new edition has selected one principal saint as the focus of attention for each day of the calendar year
and now for the first time many saints have been included who were canonised during the pontificate of pope
john paul ii

The Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude, Virgin and Abbess, of the
Order of St. Benedict

1886

mention of the saints of the catholic church very frequently occurs both in general reading and as having
given their names to churches towns villages and topographical features the object of this compilation is to
enable the personage referred to readily to be identified nothing more is attempted in this volume of a certain
number of the saints detailed lives have been published in english of many more full accounts in other
languages particularly in french and italian are easily accessible again there are several good and reliable series
of lives of the more prominent saints the best known of these to english speaking people is alban butler s lives
of the saints an eighteenth century work which has been many times reprinted in no language however does
there exist any exhaustive work of the kind nor in the nature of things can there be aeterna press

The Exercises of Saint Gertrude

1864

the white nuns considers cistercian women and the women who were their patrons in a clear eyed reading of
narrative texts and administrative records in rejecting long accepted misogynies and misreadings constance
hoffman berman offers a robust model for historians writing against received traditions

The Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude Virgin and Abbess of the
Order of St. Benedict

2014-04-28

ulwencreutz s royal families in europe v a brief history of the ruling houses during the last 2000 years from
the house of la tour d auvergne to the house of zahringen

The Life of Saint Brigid

2009-07-01

ch 1 introduction section 1 the borderland heathendom and christianity section 2 the tribal goddess as a
christian saint section 3 further peculiarities of this type of saint ch 2 covents among the franks a d 550 650
section 1 at the franish invasion section 2 st radegund and the nunnery at poitiers section 3 the revolt of the
nuns at poitiers covent life in the north ch 3 convents among the anglo saxon a d 630 730 section 1 early houses
of kent section 2 the monastery at whitby section 3 ely and the influence of bishop wilfrith section 4 houses in
mercia and in the south ch 4 anglo saxon nuns in connection with boniface section 1 the women corresponding
with boniface section 2 anglo saxon nuns abroad ch 5 convents in saxon lands between a d 800 1000 section 1
women s convents in saxony section 2 early history of gandersheim section 3 the nun hrotsvith and her
writings ch 6 the monastic revival of the middle ages section 1 the new monastic orders section 2 benedictine
convents in the twelfth century section 3 the order of st gilbert of sempringham ch 7 art industries in the
nunery section 1 art industires generaly section 2 herrad and the garden of delights ch 8 prophecy and
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philanthropy section 1 st hildegard of bingen and st elisabeth of schonau section 2 charity and philanthropy ch
9 early mystic literature section 1 mystic writings for women in england section 2 the convent of helfta and its
literay nuns ch 10 some aspects of the convent in england during the later middle ages section 1 the external
relations of the convent section 2 the internal arrangements of the convent section 3 the foundation and
internal arrangements of sion ch 11 monastic reform previous to the reformation section 1 visitations of
nunneries in england section 2 reforms in germany ch 12 the dissolution section 1 the dissolution in england
section 2 the memoir of charitas pirckheimer conclusion

Life and Revelations of Saint Gertrude

1949

daily devotional for saints found in someone s ancestry or if no saint celebrated that day then christian trivia is
offered for the devotion

The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and Other Principal Saints

1815

brigid of kildare ireland is uniquely venerated as both a goddess and a saint throughout ireland europe and the
usa often referred to as mary of the gael and considered the second most important saint in ireland after st
patrick her widespread popularity has led to the creation of more traditional activities than any other saint
some of which survive to this day as a result of original historical and archaeological research brian wright
provides a fascinating insight into this unique and mysterious figure this book uncovers for the first time
when and by whom the goddess was conceived and evidence that st brigid was a real person it also explains
how she became a saint her historical links with the unification of ireland under a high king in the first
century and discusses in depth her first documented visit to england in ad 488 today brigid remains strongly
connected with the fertility of crops animals and humans and is celebrated throughout the world via the
continuation of customs ceremonies and relics with origins dating back to pre christian times using a
combination of early celtic history archaeology tradition and folklore from ireland britain and other countries
this comprehensive study unravels the mystery of a goddess and saint previously complicated by the passage
of time

The Life of Saint Brigid

2009-06

an examination of how the feminine was viewed in early medieval ireland through a careful study of a range
of texts

Butler's Saint for the Day

2007-05-15

from faithful apostle and seductress to feminist icon mary magdalene s many complex roles in christian history
have fascinated us for 2000 years illustrated in full colour this visual history reveals how images and
presentations have created a mary who is often far different from the real woman the first witness of the
resurrection in the gospels or even from her appearances in the works of the church fathers beginning with
the earliest sources uncover who the real mary was and what she meant in her own time before embarking
on a fast paced tour of magdalene s depictions in great works of art forgotten masterpieces and contemporary
visual culture considering relics statuary paintings sculpture and recent works for stage and screen discover
how mary magdalene has been seen across time as a witness a sinner a penitent a contemplative a preacher and
a patroness above all her complex roles mary has emerged as a powerful feminist icon the closest person to
jesus himself with a visual history as rich and varied as the roles she has fulfilled in numerous contexts of faith
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and worship for two millennia

The Book of Saints

1844

true worship of the undivided church as used in the celtic orthodox christian church lorrha stowe missal mass
or divine liturgy baptism and chrismation anointing of sick confession antiphonary of bangor hours of prayer of
the day and night hours of holy and great friday cross vigil paschal liturgy mass of the holy cross and adoration
mass of st patrick traditio of st ambrose hymns gallican hymn of st hilary apostles forty fold kyrie deers cry
paschal hymns abecedarian hymns altus prosator by st colum cille audite omnes for st patrick litanies visitation
of the sick departure wake funeral burial lectionary through the year complete psalter notes creeds desert
meditations on virtues and faults

The Novels of Sir Walter Scott, Bart. With All His Introductions and
Notes

2018-05-22

from the deserts of egypt to the emergence of the great monastic orders the story of late antique and medieval
monasticism in the west used to be straightforward but today we see the story as far messier less linear less
unified and more historicized in the first part of this book the reader is introduced to the astonishing variety of
forms and experiences of the monastic life their continuous transformation and their embedding in physical
socio economic and even personal settings the second part surveys and discusses the extensive international
scholarship on which the first part is built the third part a research tool rounds off the volume with a carefully
representative bibliography of literature and primary sources

The White Nuns

2013-10-30

this book disperses the shadows in an obscure but important landscape lisa bitel addresses both the history of
women in early ireland and the history of myth legend and superstition which surrounded them it is a
powerful and exact book and an invaluable addition to our expanding sense of ireland through the eyes of irish
women eavan boland author of in a time of violence poems it is refreshing to read in a book by a woman on
medieval women that not all clerics hated women and that not all men were oversexed villains consciously
bent on exploiting women bitel challenges not only the medieval irish male construct of female behavior but
she is also courageous enough to question constructs of medieval women invented by modern irish medieval
historians times higher education supplement

Ulwencreutz's The Royal Families in Europe V

1896

the renowned oxford dictionary of saints returns in a revised and updated form providing concise accounts of
the lives cults and artistic associations of over 1 400 saints from the famous to the obscure featuring new entries
on recently canonized saints from around the world and a new appendix on pilgrimages

Woman Under Monasticism

2014-05-24
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Daily Devotional Saint or Trivia

2011-10-21

Brigid

2012

The Life of Saint Bridget, Virgin and Abbess

2016

Perceptions of Femininity in Early Irish Society

1974

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints

1894

The Complete Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott

1830

The Works ; with Remarks on Each Play, and an Essay on the Life,
Genius and Writings of the Author by Jon Bee

1825

The Gentleman's Magazine

2023-02-23

Mary Magdalene

1825

Gentleman's Magazine, Or Monthly Intelligencer

2020-09-28

The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and Principal Saints

1812
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Typographical Antiquities: Or the History of Printing in England
Scotland and Ireland ... Begun by the Late Joseph Ames ... Considerably
Augmented by William Herbert ... and Now Greatly Enlarged ... by the
Rev. Thomas Frognall Dibdin

2008-09-02

Lorrha-Stowe Missal and the Hours of Bangor

2020-03-23

Medieval Monasticisms

1998

Land of Women

2011-04-14

The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, Fifth Edition Revised
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